Man charged Monday with raping 2 students

Officials say Evislandys Brito left his phone number on the victims’ cell phones after attacks

Rookie program debut a success

Adopt-A-Cop worked well in its first term, could use some work

JANESSA SMITH

The Adopt-A-Cop program, which assigns a UCF Police Department officer to every on-campus housing area, has finished its inaugural semester with honors.

For this being its pilot semester, it’s been great, but I think it will have a lot of room to grow,” Officer Chris Gascon, who runs the program, said.

The program was nominated by the UCF Bail Control for honors in its Volunteer Service Program in July 2005 for its immense amount of UCF community involvement.

The Adopt-A-Cop program was spearheaded from the Greek Community Organized Program, first implemented in August 2005. Greek GPD assigned one officer to each on-campus fraternity and sorority house in order to reduce crime and build rapport between the Greek community and UCPD.

The UCPD sees Adopt-A-Cop as a win-win.

“The program has definitely increased relations with students in areas all over campus,” Sgt. Troy Williamson said.

“We’ve been able to reach out to students in on-campus housing as well as those students in fraternity and sorority groups.”

Gavette said that once this program is implemented, the whole department will be able to relate to students better and can build a sense of trust with other groups.

“We’ve noticed a bigger presence of officers on campus, and can build a sense of trust with those groups.”

Co-Director Craig Wymer said.

The program was nominated by the program on their housing staff. They created schedules and listened to input and concerns about the program.

Once we finished working with the housing staff, we let the officers run with the program on their own,” Gascon said. “It’s up to them to build the relationships, and so far, they’ve done an incredible job.”

Building those relationships with those students living on campus is the main goal of the Adopt-A-Cop program. The idea is that the officer will be able to relate to the students better and can build a sense of trust with them.

“We’ve had incidences of boyfriends getting into fights and being injured to other students, and the Greek GPD will be dispatched to the scene,” Gascon said.

“Since the officer already knows the students involved, because of the program, the situation is handled better and faster.”

Cowen, who is assigned to the Lake Club housing area, won the National Resident Hall Honor at the UCF Housing Spotlights in the first-year student area because of his involvement with the Adopt-A-Cop program. Resident Assistants from all around the University submitted nominations every month based on an individual’s involvement in their community.

Innovations at the Village at Science Drive, a primarily owned apartment complex outside of UCF Police Department jurisdiction.

The first attack occurred late Saturday night, according to police reports, when Brito, 24, held a gun to his victim’s face, instructed her not to scream and then raped her.

This second rape happened just after 4 a.m. Monday in the same manner, police reports said.

“This is a real strange case,” Orange County Sheriff Investigator Sgt. Richard Manbridge said Tuesday.

“Basically, it’s like the boyfriend to these girls, but realistically, he’s getting a gun in their hand and forcing them into a sex act,” Manbridge said.

Manbridge said that after Brito programmed his cell phone number into his victims’ cell phones, he pulled his own phone in order to store their numbers into his own phone as well.

He then told the victims to call him to “break the ice.”

“Once he left the second victim Sunday morning, 20 minutes after that he called her and started talking to her like they were best friends.”

“I started out with months of concern for the residents of New Orleans and all areas of the United States. The UCF community rallied with a determined devotion to support the nation to help rebuild the city and offer an education to many college students.”

On the house front, many praised the efforts of a few and recognized UCPD’s coordinator as a huge success.

UCF Police President John Fitt has created a task force to set regulations for Banks.

University official also improved the approval of an on-campus football stadium with House of Representatives.

The top of everything, UCF Football had to raise successful season to date to the Knights being ranked on the conference championship and received an invite.

Here’s a look back at the top stories from this semester.

— Compiled by the Central Florida Future Staff

Season of ups, downs

Although the UCF football team’s inaugural season in Conference USA ended in disappointment at the匏 facility in their debut game at the Citrus Bowl on Dec. 4, there was some good news for the Knights when they announced the university would purchase the property and build a new stadium.

UCF President John Fitt has said that the school will consider a stadium as the first step in a larger plan to improve the university’s athletic facilities.

“It’s a great investment for the players, coaches and fans for what has been a rapidly rising

UCF Athletic Director Tim Pritcher said.

The game will go off in a week and if they win, they will face the next opponent.

“We’re going to hold on to the Knights to play in the Citrus Bowl on Dec. 14. That’s what we’ve been working on all season,” Pritcher said.

There will be no more games at the Elysee instead of the University of Miami.

The fans must be given the circumstances.

Clearwater, the Knights would have hosted the Liberty Bowl at the Liberty Bowl Stadium on Dec. 30. The CMAA would have decided.

This year at all those complications to the said the Liberty Bowl is where the
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Looking back at a term loaded with plenty of action

Ref 2A

In the fall semester is coming to a close in a much different manner than which it began.
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Seniors set to bid farewell to UCF

More than 3,400 students will graduate this month, move on to new careers

CRYSTAL SCOTT

This Monday and Tuesday will mark the graduation of more than 3,400 UCF students, an event sure to be photographed by twice as many family members.

In addition to these ceremonies will be 2,256 graduates who filled aisles for Bachelor’s degrees, 707 for master’s degrees, and 106 for doctoral degrees and one for an education specialist degree.

"The numbers alone are impressive because they show how far the institution has come," said UCF President John Thrasher. "Tom Everett said, 'The university did not begin to offer classes until 1968, so the number of students is impressive.'"

The degrees awarded next week will bring the total degrees awarded by UCF to more than 164,000.

The celebration begins at 6 p.m. Monday and Tuesday as the Student Alumni Association presents "UCF Spirit Day," and students are invited to decorate their cars with free coffee and bagels provided by the Student Alumni Association. The University of Central Florida will be open free to all, and the Student Alumni Association will host an event sure to be enjoyed by all.

Future UF students will be able to view the graduation ceremonies, President Hitt said. "We welcome the thousands who will see this event, and we're glad they'll have the opportunity to experience the excitement and joy of their families and friends as they mark the graduation of their children and grandchildren."
LEASE FOR $249
PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 39 MONTHS
- 39 mos. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TTL. See dealer for details, leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit, Expires 12/31/05

New Jetta rated as a "Best Pick" in Side Impact Test.

THE ALL NEW 2006 PASSAT

LEASE FOR $297
PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
- 48 mos. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $297 which includes security deposit. PLUS first payment + TTL. See dealer for details, leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit, Expires 12/31/05

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!

TURBO DIESEL AVAILABLE

2006 NEW BEETLE GL
P/W, P/L, T/C, Cruise, ABS, CD, Keyless Remote and Much More!
LEASE FOR $269
PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
- 48 mos. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $269 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TTL. See dealer for details, leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit, Expires 12/31/05

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

NEW GTI
P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!
LEASE FOR $289
PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 39 MONTHS
- 39 mos. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $289 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TTL. See dealer for details, leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit, Expires 12/31/05

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2006 NEW GOLF GL
P/W, P/L, T/C, Cruise, ABS, CD, Keyless Remote & Much More
LEASE FOR $249
PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
- 39 mos. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TTL. See dealer for details, leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit, Expires 12/31/05

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

The largest selection of Diesels in Central Florida!

SPECIAL CLEARANCE
NEW '04 VOLKSWAGENS
SOLD UP TO $6,000 OFF MSRP!

Never Titled We're Dealing

2005 TOUAREG 4X4
Sound System One, All Power
LEASE FOR $449
PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
- 48 mos. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $449 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TTL. See dealer for details, leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit, Expires 12/31/05

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2005 NEW BEETLE GL CONVERTIBLE
P/Locks, P/Windows, T/C, Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD and Much More!
ONLY $22,328
PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
- See dealer for details, leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit, Expires 12/31/05

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

Drivers wanted.
The Supreme Court appeared early Tuesday to rule against colleges that went to limit military recruiting on campuses to promote the Pentagon’s policy on gays.

New Chief Justice John Roberts and other court ministers signed signals to support a law that bars schools that accept federal money also to help promote military recruiting.

The justices seemed concerned about ensuring a defense department need to make it clear when the nation is at war.

"There's the right in the Constitution to make a military," Roberts said.

Law school campuses have become the latest battleground over the "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy allowing gay men and women to serve in the military if they kept their sexual orientation to themselves.

A group of law schools and professors had filed the Pentagon, claiming that freedom of speech rights are being violated because they are asked to associated with military recruiters or promote their campus appearances.

Many law schools forbid the participation of recruiters from public agencies and private organizations that have discriminatory policies.

Vermont Law School in South Burlington voted in favor of a law on three school nationwide that have been denied federal funding because they have refused to allow military recruiting on site. Vermont Law School President Sicker said the school sees the military policy as discrimination.

Outside court, about a half-dozen supporters of the law from Topeka, Kan., waved signs and yelled at reporters and passersby in front of the court before the argument.

Replaced students to receive $35 million in Panasonic settlement

INDIANAPOLIS - Lumbar transplants from the pancreas, the pigment of Scholarship America and the American Association of Colleges have been categorized as discrimination.

A $35 million grant to Scholarships America and the American Association of Colleges has been made by a law firm that has been paid to study low-income college students who are being threatened by hurricanes this year.

"That's in line with what we've hoped to do," said Patricia MacKown, Director - pmackown@mail.ucf.edu)

The Golden Rule Review Committee (GRRC) is charged with making recommendations for updating THE GOLDEN RULE student handbook. This committee meets once a month and is comprised of 6 student voting members, charged with making recommendations for updating THE GOLDEN RULE student handbook. The Golden Rule Review Committee meetings are open to all members of the UCF community.

All members of the university community are allowed to make changes to the current rules and regulations which apply to all undergraduate, graduate students, and student organizations on the UCF campus. For more specific information regarding the Golden Rule, or to actually obtain a copy of the rules, visit http://www.goldenrule.sdes.ucf.edu/. To learn more information about the Golden Rule Review Committee's upcoming meetings and sections of the Golden Rule to be reviewed, please contact the representative for Student Rights and Responsibilities (Patricia MacKown, Director - pmackown@mail.ucf.edu).

\[ \text{SARC STAYS FREE FOR LIMITED TIME!} \]

\[ \text{GRAB YOUR COUPON BOOK IN THE STUDENT UNION TODAY!} \]
Mario Jenkins honored

More than 300 people, students, faculty and members of the UCF community gathered Oct. 5 to pay their final respects to and light candles in memory of Officer Mario Jenkins, who was killed Sept. 24 while breaking up an apparent fight at a UCF football tailgate.

SGA Student Body President Willie Bentley spoke at the service. "I think that it is best to reflect on our own lives," he said. "We must not allow this tragedy to disconnect us from the possibility of adventure and excitement."

Initial contact between the UCFPD and the UCF community is

Phillips helps with real estate

As announced at the Sept. 3 Board of Trustees meeting, Dr. Phillips, Inc., donated $2.5 million to establish the Dr. P. Phillips School of Real Estate in the UCF College of Business Administration.

Dr. Phillips, which was established by Central Florida landlord and businesswoman Dr. Phillip Phillips, owns nearly 2 million ft. of industrial and office properties in the area. It used a large portion of its earnings for various nonprofit organizations.

This is not the first time Dr. Phillips, Inc., has made donations to UCF previous gifts from Dr. Phillips to College of Business Administration created the Dr. Phillips Institute for the Study of American Business Activity and the Della Phillips-Martha School Chair in American Private Enterprise.

Although bachelor's degree in real estate are offered at UCF, FIU and UAB, there currently no named real estate schools in Florida, UCF would be the first in the state.

"This will help to increase the level of visibility and prestige of the school," said Anthony Byrd, the chair and associate professor for the Department of Finance, who has been helping to plan this program for close to a year now.

Health Center triples in size, speeds up service

Opening with a larger waiting room, more examination rooms and increased space throughout, the new UCF Student Health Center will allow faster service. Health center officials say that the quality of our students' health care is incredibly important to us," Director of Health Services Bob Faust said in a press release. "We have simply outgrown the old health center and the opening of this cutting-edge health center will allow us to complement our high-quality doctors and nurses, and help to ensure that our students receive the best care possible."

The new health center, at 48,000 square feet, is about three times the size of the old health center and has more modern exam rooms increase from 15 in the old building.

Create Your Own Opportunity

Congratulations to our Bachelor degree Graduates!

Current census data indicates that people with a bachelor's degree earn a median income of $40,000 annually while those who earn a master's and doctoral degree earn $50,000 and $65,000 annually respectively.

www.graduate.ucf.edu

Visit our website for more information, or call 407.823.2766.
Mankewich said.

"Mankewich said.

"When Brito arrived in a white vehicle, they arrested him and charged him with armed burglary. The victims had described him to the Sheriff's Department, she said.

"We didn't catch him," Mankewich said.

"She asked the intruder, "What the f**k are you doing?" before immediately ordering him to "Get the f**k out" of the apartment, she said.

"The suspect did not leave immediately," she said, and tried to cover his entrance attempt by making up a name of someone who was present to visit and asking if that person was home. Rall, the woman's neighbor, said that the woman did not notify her on Sunday night that the man who invaded her neighborhood was still large. "If I had known that, I would have immediately called the police," she said, adding that notice of the sex crimes would have prompted residents to lock all doors and could have prevented the second attack.

"Late Tuesday afternoon, the Village at Science Drive management did provide a letter to residents notifying them of one of the assaults that occurred on the property.

"This letter is to inform you of an incident that occurred on the property over the weekend, where an unknown assailant entered an unlocked apartment and assaulted a resident," said the first line of the letter.

"The letter does not mention that the assault was sexual in nature or point out that at least three apartments were entered by the unknown assailant.

"Many residents became aware of the situation from news reports instead of the complex management. But, despite the lack of details, the third woman said that the general notice just our of our had satisfied her if it had been distributed more promptly."

"If it happened Saturday, why Monday we should have had this," she said.

"A property accountant with the Village at Science Drive based in Texas mentioned just the lack of early warning about the sex crimes at his complex and deferred all questions to the complex management firm based in Texas."

"The firm did not release calls for comment by press time Wednesday."
Med school awaits approval

A variety of financial sources turned up for the funding of the new UCF medical college, which was formally proposed to the State Board of Governors on Nov. 27, nearly one year after the idea was first presented to the university. In order to win approval of the idea, President John Hitt said UCF needs to show the Board of Governors that it can bring in $50 million, including state matching funds, to pay for the buildings that would be needed to establish the medical college.

Orange County Mayor Rich Crotty vowed his support in a letter to Hitt and members of the CPA task force, announcing that the county would commit $1 million, including state matching funds, to bring it to fruition.

The CPA task force's approved $1.3 million medical college proposal will be presented to the state University System Board of Governors this March 23. In order to win approval of the idea, President John Hitt said UCF needs to show the Board of Governors that it can bring in $50 million, including state matching funds, to pay for the buildings that would be needed to establish the medical college.
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Hussein and to say last hurrah

The trial of deposed Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein began in earnest yesterday in a courtroom in Baghdad. But for many Iraqis, it was just another day.

In an opinion piece, Central Florida Florida's Reader Views section features a piece by an anonymous author discussing the potential consequences of the trial on Iraqi society. The author notes that while the trial is significant, it may not be as transformative as many hope. They write:

"Our stance on Hussein and the end is not immune to the ebb and flow of fortune, and it's critical that we keep the lines of communication open. Hussein's attorney can object all he wants, but there is no way that the case will ever walk away from this trial. We must remain vigilant and be prepared to respond to any legal questions or challenges that arise. Hussein and the Iraqi elite are likely to be under further scrutiny, even when their days are numbered."

The piece goes on to discuss the broader implications of the trial for Iraqi society, including the potential for reconciliation and justice. The author notes that the trial is a historic moment, but it is not the end of a conflict that has lasted for decades.

Central Florida Florida's Opinion section also features a piece by an anonymous author discussing the impact of the trial on Iraqi society. The author notes that while the trial is significant, it may not be as transformative as many hope. They write:

"The trial of deposed Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein began in earnest yesterday in a courtroom in Baghdad. But for many Iraqis, it was just another day.

In an opinion piece, Central Florida Florida's Reader Views section features a piece by an anonymous author discussing the potential consequences of the trial on Iraqi society. The author notes that while the trial is significant, it may not be as transformative as many hope. They write:

"Our stance on Hussein and the end is not immune to the ebb and flow of fortune, and it's critical that we keep the lines of communication open. Hussein's attorney can object all he wants, but there is no way that the case will ever walk away from this trial. We must remain vigilant and be prepared to respond to any legal questions or challenges that arise. Hussein and the Iraqi elite are likely to be under further scrutiny, even when their days are numbered."

The piece goes on to discuss the broader implications of the trial for Iraqi society, including the potential for reconciliation and justice. The author notes that the trial is a historic moment, but it is not the end of a conflict that has lasted for decades."
What the heck is Matt Leinart thinking?


YOU HAVE OPTIONS... I CAN HELP

FREE CONSULTATION
Principal Office in Orlando

RICHARD E. HORNBY, P.A.
Criminal Defense Attorney
(407) 580-1551 or Toll Free (800) 580-1551
WWW.orlandocriminallaw.com

Love, Dad & Mom

Donte Preston Bonner

Congratulations Don't! We are proud of you always, you have done it again. We love you very much.

Love, Mom & Dad

Becki E. Crane

Beddi, For the song "I Hope You Dance," YOU DANCED and may you continue planting the seeds of your dreams. You have made your family proud.

Love, Mom & Dad

Lauren Dywer

Lauren, Congratulations on this exciting achievement. You've worked hard and reached your goal! Teacher! We're very proud of you.

Love, Mom & Dad & Danielle

Laura Giannotti

Laura, Congratulations! We are very proud of who you are and what you have achieved.

Love, Mom & Dad & Nick

Kara Nicole Gordin

Kara, You are wonderful and have accomplished so much. We are proud and privileged to have you in our lives.

Love, Dad Eric and Alothia

Amanda Kay Hess

Amanda, Congratulations! You did it! We are very proud of you and what you have achieved! You'll make a great teacher.

Love, Mom & Dad

Robert Lisinsky

Robbie, Congratulations! We are so proud of you. Thank you for your dreams and wishes come true.

Love, Mom, Dad & Lori

Alba Magaly Palenzuela

Alba, Congratulations! We are proud of you and may your future be full of sunshine.

Love, Your family

Ismael Perez

Ismael. Te dreamaste mucho eh? We miss very very you lots of love always.

Adriana, TiVu

Gary Len Ross

Gary, Every day we think of how proud we are of you and how much we love you.

Congratulations Gary! 

Andrew T. Targowski

Andrew, We are so very proud of you and all of your accomplishments. You are every parents wish come true.

Love, Mom & Dad

Jamie Lyn Yannelli

Jennie, from the halls of Parent's memoring to the halls of UCF... Congratulations on your graduation - You Go Girl.

Love, Mom & Dad

Graduation Goodbyes

Donte Preston Bonner

Becki E. Crane

Lauren Dywer

Laura Giannotti

Kara Nicole Gordin

Amanda Kay Hess

Robert Lisinsky

Alba Magaly Palenzuela

Ismael Perez

Gary Len Ross

Andrew T. Targowski

Jamie Lyn Yannelli

Blackstone Prep 880-881-LSAT
2006 NISSAN ALTIMA 2.5 SPECIAL EDITION
Leather Strap Steering Wheel w/ Audio Control, 6-Way Power Seat, Keyless Entry and Alarm

Starting As Low As
$199/Mo.

2006 NISSAN SENTRA 1.8S
A/C, AUTO, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Power Windows, CD PLAYER

Starting As Low As
$12,992

2005 NISSAN XTERRA
A/C, AM/FM, CD Player, Power Steering, Power Locks

$4,500 OFF MSRP

NEW 2006 MAZDA 3i 4-DR.
Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes, AM/FM/CD Player, Tilt Steering Wheel

$12,995

NEW 2006 MAZDA TRIBUTE I

$15,995

NEW 2006 MAZDA MX-5 MIATA

$21,995

TEST DRIVE A MAZDA TODAY.
A look at the best of a memorable and transitional UCF sports semester

The third biannual Knighty Awards - winners: see why on B4

A look at the best of a memorable and transitional UCF sports semester.

A 3-pointer from freshman Aires Dantas helped the Knights hold off the Seminoles late in the game.

The third biannual Knighty Awards were given to: see why on B4.

A look at the best of a memorable and transitional UCF sports semester.

And what UCF will face in Honolulu.

Women's basketball team falls to Seminoles

Brian Murphy

Defense and rebounding have been the major weaknesses for the UCF women's basketball team this season. On Sunday against Florida State, both of those deficiencies played a major role in the Knights losing their fifth straight game, 81-49.

The highlight for the Knights was forward Tanae Davis-Cain, who hit three of her four 3-pointers in the first half.

The defense was able to hold the Seminoles without a point for the first two-and-a-half minutes. At 15:40 mark of the first half, the Knights held a 9-7 advantage.
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Conference USA extends a very special Thank You to The University of Central Florida the Florida Citrus Bowl Stadium and The City of Orlando for hosting the inaugural C-USA Football Championship presented by Xbox 360.

Thank you especially to all the fans that helped set the stage for a very successful, exciting and memorable event - including a record-setting crowd.

Conference USA congratulates UCF representing C-USA in the 2005 Sheraton Hawai‘i Bowl.

Best of luck against Nevada!
CENTRAL FLORIDA'S LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW HYUNDIS

BOB DANCE HYUNDAI

THE BOB DANCE!
HOLIDAY TRIPLE TOUCHDOWN!

1. 0% FINANCING!*
2. FREE GAS FOR 6 MONTHS!*
3. $500 HOLIDAY SHOPPING SPREE AT

YOU GET ALL THREE!!!!*

BOB DANCE MATCHES YOUR DOWN PAYMENT

PLUS UP TO $3,000!*"'

OUR MISSION: "to provide the citizens of Central Florida with the finest automotive sales and service experience through the dedicated effort of our valued team of employees." - The Dance Family

FREE CREDIT CHECK ONLINE
at www.bobdance.com

NEW '05 ACCENT
ONLY $89 DOWN**
ONLY $89/mth**

NEW '06 TUCSON
ONLY $149 DOWN**
ONLY $149/mth**

NEW '06 SONATA GLS
ONLY $149 DOWN**
ONLY $149/mth**

NEW '05 SANTA FE GLS
ONLY $159 DOWN**
ONLY $159/mth**

NEW '06 ACCENT
ONLY $89 DOWN**
ONLY $89/mth**

877.710.0781 www.bobdance.com

HYUNDAI
Drive your way™

"Where Everybody Rides!"
What would a memorable fall be without the Knights?

Sadie & nation

Could Gonzaga's Morten be headed to NBA draft in June?

If you're looking for a reliable comment or news source, Gonzaga's head coach, Mark Few, is a great choice. In a recent interview, Few expressed his excitement about the upcoming season, mentioning the team's solid defense and improved offense. He also stressed the importance of team chemistry and_adjusting to the new league's schedule.

Savage, Morten

Sure, Morten's off the C-USA Championship game list, but he's still a key player for the Knights. There are a few options to consider for his replacement, including a transfer or a player from another school. The team may also explore other options, such as redshifting a younger player or bringing in a new recruit.

Travonti Johnson

Marshall came back to win that eight-point win over Nevada-Las Vegas. The team in the conference, Marshall went on to score 43 points and lead theway against Nevada-Las Vegas with only moments and a 20-point lead. The Cornhuskers have showcased their offensive and defensive skills throughout the season, making them a force to be reckoned with in the conference standings.

Best attitude you've probably never heard of?

Coach Gail Striegler

Comes country is certainly not the most competitive conference, but freshman standout Marshall is certainly making a name for himself after a spectacular season. Marshall led the team in scoring and rebounding and was named C-USA Player of the Week two times this season.

Close call of the fall:

UCF football team

For a time in the second quarter, it seemed like the Knights were going to be pulled off an upset of the Rams. The Rams went on to score 20 points in the second half, but the Knights were able to come back and pull off the upset with a 20-point lead. The victory was the Knights' first in the series since 1996, and it was a huge boost to the team's confidence heading into the C-USA tournament.

Best hair style

Travonti Johnson

The Panthers' Travonti Johnson has a unique hairstyles that adds to his already electric presence on the court. Johnson's hairstyle is a mix of cornrows and a side-to-side mohawk, which he has been wearing for the past two years. It's a look that is sure to draw attention from fans and opponents alike.

Most impressive academic success story.

UCF football team

There wasn't much that the UCF football team didn't do over the course of the season. They won 11 games on the strength of a strong defense and a high-scoring offense. The team's most impressive feat was their 20-point lead over Nevada-Las Vegas with only moments and a 20-point lead. The Cornhuskers have showcased their offensive and defensive skills throughout the season, making them a force to be reckoned with in the conference standings.

Football team will face formidable challenge and will have to adjust to the new conference.

UCF football team

The Knights will face a tough challenge in their new conference, the AAC. The team is coming off a strong 2015 season, but they will have to adjust to the new coaches and players. The team has a strong offense, but their defense will need to improve to compete with the top teams in the conference.
Beaumont to welcome Rockettes this weekend

The Beaumont Symphony will be joined by the world-famous Radio City Rockettes this weekend for a series of concerts. The Rockettes have been a staple of the Holiday Season for years, and their presence in Beaumont will certainly bring excitement and joy to the audience.

The concerts will feature a variety of holiday favorites, including songs and dances performed by the Rockettes. The Beaumont Symphony will also perform a selection of holiday music, including arrangements of classic carols and popular Christmas songs. The combination of the Rockettes' specialty moves and the symphony's orchestral prowess promises to be a truly unforgettable experience.

The concerts are scheduled for Friday, December 2, at 7:30 pm, and Saturday, December 3, at 2:30 pm and 7:30 pm. Tickets are available at the Beaumont Performing Arts Center and are expected to sell out quickly. Be sure to purchase yours in advance to secure your place in this unforgettable holiday event.
Syriana — a.k.a. “Traffic with oil”

Stream of statistics can’t supplant solid story or characters

WILLIAM GOSS

When you break it down, the political drama Syriana is to Traffic what Harrison was to Jules: practically the same story. Like Traffic, Syriana chronicles the interactions of several figures on an international scale in the process of getting what they want, just with a differ­ent business in its sights (in Bob Barnes’ case, distribution; in Traffic, the drug trade; in Syriana, oil). When the viewer on the same level as its predecessor, instead of being the agency as a scapegoat for the agency as a whole. The dilemma of Syriana is quite similar to that of The Con­certed Gardener, where a surplus of facts is supposed to compensate for character development or a compelling narrative: The ensemble cast does the best it can, even with a wet blanket of a screenplay. Clooney, Damon and Wright all deliver suitable work, but Chris Cooper makes his third supporting appearance in recent months a Texas oil tycoon. Siddig is eerily confident as the prince of the nameless Middle Eastern nation, but the biggest misstep is to give its story a film can . still hit the ground running and produce a sat­isfying result (David Mamet’s The Spanish Prisoner comes to mind). Unlike Syriana, Traffic is unsuccessful in giving its story a visceral impact, the Grand Gardener, where a surplus of facts is supposed to compensate for character development or a compelling narrative.
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Take in the whole picture. Still, even if the grand scheme of things isn’t obvious, a film can still hit the ground running and produce a satisfy­ing result (David Mamet’s The Spanish Prisoner, comes to mind).
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Unlike Syriana, Traffic is unsuccessful in giving its story a visceral impact, the Grand Gardener, where a surplus of facts is supposed to compensate for character development or a compelling narrative.

It seems that each and every sequence and the synchronised climax of every thread, are indeed present, they neglect to write the viewer in as much as they should.
Santa's a serial killer in X-mas slasher

For WS

the single greatest movie thrill
after Duster Vodk.

Heartwarming holiday moment
Meet Dino, having just killed a
terrorist, messes him up like a
Christmas tree and all. 

Now I have a machine gun, he
didn't across his chest. Old
about festival.

The Hebrew Hammer
Everything isn't a whole lot
of Hanukkah movies out there to
begin with, but for those look­
ing for a Menorah roadmap, one
could certainly do worse than
the 2003 Comedy Central
movie The Hebrew Hammer, as
Adam Goldberg goes on a misio­
n to save Hanukkah from
Santa's son, Andy Dick. It's
laughable, but fun nonetheless.
After all, it's either this or Adam
Goldberg's Eight Crazy Nights.

Heartwarming holiday moment
Goldberg laps into a pair of
Nets with George Clooney
swearing, "Shabbat shalom mother****ers!"

Gawker
A film that is much darker
than most remember,
Dreadnought is a prime choice for
those seeking holiday mayhem.

Late-night, drunken phone calls not romantic

for your radness.

If the thing about most impro­
tidally, don't try to convince us
in that you really like us and just
want to spend a little quality
night together. How interesting.
How you called four heroes back
of when you were making
plans to go out for the movie
and invited me out with you,
we could have had said "spend
the time together.

If you like someone, you
want to hang out with them
and get to know them, hear
what they have to see, look,
even them of to people.
Calling me at 2 am, to come
come over to your house and keep
me all to yourself does

make me feel like I'm on a list
of desirable prospects. In fact,
it seems like all of girls
whom you are willing to sleep
with as long as no one knows
about it with a little默契
than that deserving of a
last resort if there are slim pick­

up at the night's bar of choice.

There aren't a whole lot of
movies out there to
begin with, but for those look­

ing for a Schlock, finding
Santa Claus Competes the

You have to seek how low you
would have to go to


Hollywood.

Heartwarming holiday moment
Santas Compete the

Dreadnought deserve a medal for that
movie, having just killed a
terrorist, messes him up like a
Christmas tree and all.
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Looking for 10 to 15 aggressive sales reps to market the Universal Studios Entertainment Mastercard.

All shifts available. $10 to $22/hr.
Call Nicole at 727-271-2703 or 407-927-1691.

**Winter Break Work!**

$14 - $16 Base/ opt. 1-5 wk program • Can carry into Spring

- Great pay & experience
- Sales/Customer Service
- Great Resume Builder
- Full/part-time Positions Available
- Scholarships and internships Available

**Central Florida Future**

**NOW HIRING**

**GRAPHIC ARTIST**

We are currently seeking a graphic designer for the Spring semester who has knowledge in Photoshop, Illustrator and Quark with a good sense of ad design and composition.

Approximately 10 to 15 hours per week.

E-mail resume to Billmill@ucfnews.com or fax to 407-447-4555 ext. 217.

**Central Florida Future**

**PUT YOURSELF IN THE FUTURE**

We have the best part time job in Orlando and you can earn full time pay $8 - $20/Hr.

We offer:
- PM shift - professional B2B calling
- FT shift - residential calling
- Flexible schedules - Paid training
- Referral Bonus $100
- Sign on Bonus $100
- Incentive bonuses for extra hours
- Fun and friendly environment
- Staff dedicated to your success

Give us a call today and get started next week.

Orlando 407-243-9400 • Winter Park 407-673-9700

**ATTENTION UCF STUDENTS! Looking for some extra$?**

We are looking for some extra$ for students.

**EARN UP TO $170/MO.**

**SPECIAL**

Bring this ad for $5 extra on 2nd and 4th donation.

I'M A STUDENT AND A PLASMA DONOR

**DCI Biologics**

Find out how thousands of students and families have earned extra money by donating plasma regularly. Plasma is used to manufacture unique medicines for people with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 300
www.dciplasma.com
407-323-9100
BIGGER IS BETTER
When it comes to bedrooms and closets!

private bedrooms and bathrooms
large walk-in closets
high-speed internet included
furnished units

fitness center
swimming pool with sun deck
tanning bed
basketball court

local telephone included
community assistant staff
24-hour maintenance
individual leases

3100 Alafaya Club Dr. | 407.482.9990 | thevillageatalfayaclub.com

swimming pool with sun deck
tanning bed
high-speed internet included
fitness center

large walk-in closets
private bedrooms and bathrooms
basketball court
less than one mile from UCF

washer and dryer in every unit
on-site management and maintenance
resident programming

2913 Einstein Way | 407.384.7080 | thevillageatsciencedrive.com

Owned and professionally managed by AMERICAN CAMPUS COMMUNITIES